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Five Nights at Freddy's
Ten years after the horrific murders at Freddy Fazbear's Pizza that
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ripped their town apart, Charlie, whose father owned the restaurant,
and her childhood friends reunite on the anniversary of the tragedy
and find themselves at the old pizza place which had been locked up
and abandoned for years. After they discover a way inside, they
realize that things are not as they used to be. The four adult-sized
animatronic mascots that once entertained patrons have changed.
They now have a dark secret . . . and a murderous agenda.

Into the Pit (Five Nights at Freddy’s: Fazbear Frights #1)
On the edges of a sealed-off city, a chance encounter between two
girls in the misty woods is about to change the course of everything.
. . Lena is on the run from her home, the Duke's Forest, after being
convicted as a mage and sentenced to death. Meanwhile, Constance
escaped the Forest years before, after her own magical powers were
discovered--but now, she will do anything to get back inside and
reclaim her place as the duke's daughter. The girls cross paths for
only a moment, but that's long enough to set them down paths that
will change the dukedom forever. As Lena reaches a safe haven
where she can study and develop her powers alongside handsome
but mysterious mage Emris, Constance maneuvers her way back
into the home she left behind, unsure whether she trust the people
she once considered her family and friends. All the while, the girls
are connected by the dark, terrifying storm clouds that hang over the
land and devastate everything in their wakes. Only Lena and
Constance hold the keys to dispelling the storm and keeping their
home safe--if they can uncover who cast the spell that generated the
clouds to begin with. But the truth is far more sinister than anyone
could imagine, and it could mean that one of the girls will lose
everything.

Gumdrop Angel (Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights
#8), Volume 8
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At the age of eleven, Kara Martinez died for eleven minutes. An
accident that also killed her father and changed her family forever.
While awaking in the hospital, Kara believed she saw angels in the
hospital, walking souls that no one else could see. Then the strange
visions beganmoments of time where she could see images on
people. Words repeated to her on the television, in magazines, by
someone talking to her. All the signs seemed to piece together like a
puzzle for her to solve in order to stop someone from experiencing
an unfortunate fate. To escape the confinement of a mental hospital,
she learned to keep her ability secret and keep up the charade of
perfection for her mother. Her readers know her as the Sign Seer.
As Kara follows the signs, she blogs anonymously about her ability.
Her next puzzle brings her close to Anthony, a mysterious boy from
the wrong side of town, and as she sees the flash of a gun on a
fellow classmate the stakes are raised higher than ever before. Can
Kara solve this puzzle before it's too late, without falling into a
dangerous fate of her own?

The Murmurings
Calling all Raina Telgemeier fans! Introducing an irresistible new
middle-grade graphic novel series about growing up, friendship,
heroes, and cats (lots of cats!)--perfect for fans of Guts, Awkward
and Real Friends (not to mention anyone who loves cats!) Katie is
dreading the boring summer ahead while her best friends are all
away at camp--something that's way out of Katie and her mom's
budget, UNLESS Katie can figure out a way earn the money for
camp herself. But when Katie gets a job catsitting for her
mysterious upstairs neighbor, life get interesting. First, Madeline
has 217 cats (!) and they're not exactly . . . normal cats. Also, why is
Madeline always out EXACTLY when the city's most notorious
villain commits crimes?! Is it possible that Katie's upstairs neighbor
is really a super villain? Can Katie wrangle a whole lot of wayward
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cats, save a best friendship (why is Beth barely writing back? And
who's this boy she keeps talking about?!), AND crack the biggest
story in the city's history? Some heroes have capes . . . Katie has
cats! Who can possibly resist a team of super cats? Or a wonderful
kid who gets swept up in the feline drama? I loved Katie! --Lucy
Knisley, New York Times Bestselling Author of Stepping Stones
Super fun and utterly delightful! --Gene Luen Yang, New York
Times bestselling author of American Born Chinese A winner!
--Nick Bruel, New York Times Bestselling Author of the Bad Kitty
series

The Fourth Closet (Five Nights at Freddy's)
*SET TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE DIRECTED BY
EDGAR WRIGHT (SCOTT PILGRIM VS. THE WORLD)* For
fans of Fredrik Backman and Gail Honeyman, a delightfully
entertaining, deceptively poignant debut novel about a humanlike
bot named Jared, whose emotional awakening leads him on an
unforgettable quest for connection, belonging and possibly even
true love Jared works as a dentist in small-town Michigan. His life
is totally normal, except for one thing. He is a bot engineered with
human DNA to look and act like a real person. One day at a
screening of a classic movie, Jared feels a strange sensation around
his eyes. Everyone knows that bots can’t feel emotions, but as the
theater lights come on, Jared is almost certain he’s crying.
Confused, he decides to watch more old movies to figure out what’s
happening. The process leads to an emotional awakening that
upends his existence. Jared, it turns out, can feel. Overcome with a
full range of emotions, and facing an imminent reset, Jared heads
west, determined to forge real connections. He yearns to find his
mother, the programmer who created him. He dreams of writing a
screenplay that will change the world. Along the way, he might
even fall in love. But a bot with feelings is a dangerous proposition,
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and Jared’s new life could come to an end before it truly begins.
Delectably entertaining and deceptively moving, Set My Heart to
Five is a profound exploration of what makes us human and a love
letter to outsiders everywhere.

Five Nights at Freddy's Survival Logbook
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night

Alternate Beauty
Don't miss the first official guide to the world of the bestselling
horror video game series, Five Nights at Freddy's, including easter
eggs, gameplay tips, and the most hotly-debated fan theories.

Graffiti Girl
The chilling sequel to the #1 New York Times bestselling novel
Five Nights at Freddy's: The Silver Eyes from the creator of the
acclaimed horror video game series.

Set My Heart to Five
Would you destroy another world to save your own? As the site of a
former military base, there have always been rumors that East
Township High School was the site of experiments with space and
time. For years, students have whispered in the hallways of a
doorway created within the school, one that can access multiple
timelines and realities, a place known as the Down World. As the
new kid in school and still reeling from the unexplained death of her
brother Robbie, Marina O'Connell is only interested in one thing:
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leaving the past behind. But a chance encounter with handsome
Brady Picelli changes everything. He will lead Marina to a startling
discovery. The Down World is real and the past, present, and future
are falling out of balance. Brady is determined to help Marina
discover what really happened to her brother. However, what is
taken from one world, must be repaid by another. And Marina is
about to discover that even a realm of infinite possibilities has rules
that must be obeyed.

Space Detectives
Fun! Creativity! Happiness! This coloring book will take the kids to
the scary and funny world of FNAF. They will have loads of fun
and hours of focus. This book will improve their focus and
creativity. Five Nights at Freddy's, often abbreviated as FNaF, is the
first installment of this fun and dark point and click horror title. You
work as a security guard and you are working shifts at Freddy
Fazbear's Pizza place. Freddy and his co-workers are animatronic
robots who perform all the duties at the pizza place.

We Are Blood and Thunder
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night

Dreams Come to Life (Bendy, Book 1)
Graffiti art. It's bold. It's thrilling. And it can get a girl into serious
trouble. Raised by her single mom (who's always dating the wrong
kind of man) in a struggling California neighborhood, Angel
Rodriguez is a headstrong, independent young woman who
channels her hopes and dreams for the future into her painting. But
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when her entry for a community mural doesn't rate, she's
heartbroken. Even with winning artist Nathan Ramos -- a senior
track star and Angel's secret crush -- taking a sudden interest in
Angel and her art, she's angry and hurt. She's determined to find her
own place in the art world, her own way. That's when Miguel
Badalin -- from the notorious graffiti crew Reyes Del Norte -- opens
her eyes to an underground world of graf tags and turf wars. She's
blown away by this bad boy's fantastic work and finds herself
drawn to his dangerous charm. Soon she's running with Miguel's
crew, pushing her skills to the limit and beginning to emerge as the
artist she always dreamed she could be. But Nathan and Miguel are
bitter enemies with a shared past, and choosing between them and
their wildly different approaches to life and art means that Angel
must decide what matters most before the artist inside of her can
truly break free.

Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights #7
The first four Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights short story
collections all in one box set! These four short story collections -straight from the mind of Five Night's at Freddy's creator Scott
Cawthon -- are full of original, spine-tingling tales sure to have
even the bravest readers shivering with fear. Into the Pit: Oswald
wishes his summer wasn't so boring, Sarah wishes to be beautiful,
and Millie wishes she could just disappear from the face of the
earth. But in the twisted world of Five Nights at Freddy's, their
hearts' deepest desires have an unexpected cost. Fetch: Greg decides
to put the controversial science he's been studying to the test. Alec
launches a master plot to expose his golden sister for the spoiled
brat he knows she is. And Oscar, ever the miniature grown-up his
mom needs him to be, decides to take something he wants . . . even
though he knows it's wrong. But as these three will learn, control is
a fragile thing in the sinister world of Five Nights at Freddy's.
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1:35AM: Delilah escapes deeper into her dreams each night, in
desperate need of a wake-up call. Stanley is newly dumped, stuck in
a dead-end job for a mysterious employer, and unable to connect
with anyone. And Devon, abandoned by his dad and ignored by his
mom, can't understand why love and friendship come so easily to
everyone except him. Unfortunately, in the callous world of Five
Nights at Freddy's, it's always in the depths of loneliness that evil
creeps in. Step Closer: Isolation can open up a void. Pete lashes out
at his younger brother in the wake of his parents' divorce, falling
prey to a gruesome curse. Kasey struggles with the lengths she'll go
to survive on the streets after stealing a pair of unusual novelty
glasses. Samantha and her sister, Susie, struggle to exist side by
side, desperate to connect after a horrific tragedy. But in the grim
world of Five Nights at Freddy's, empty feelings often attract
hungry monsters

The Nemesis
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night Some things must be learned the
hard way . . . Reed sees an opportunity to teach the school bully not
to mess with him, but ends up mangling the lesson. Robert, an
exhausted single father, gets a crash course in parenting when he
buys a fancy new teddy bear to watch and entertain his young son.
Chris, eager to join the Science Club at school, agrees to undergo a
grisly experiment to be accepted. But in the malevolent universe of
Five Nights at Freddy's, there's always an education in pain. In this
seventh volume, Five Nights at Freddy's creator Scott Cawthon
spins three sinister novella-length stories from different corners of
his series' canon, featuring cover art from fan-favorite artist
LadyFiszi. Readers beware: This collection of terrifying tales is
enough to unsettle even the most hardened Five Nights at Freddy's
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fans.

Five Nights at Freddy's - Diary of a Wimpy Night Guard
Katie the Catsitter
The critically acclaimed author of Alien: The Cold Forge takes
readers to a rogue colony where terror lurks in the tunnels of an
abandoned Weyland-Yutani complex. “Shy” Hunt and the tech team
from McAllen Integrations thought they’d have an easy job—set up
environmental systems for the brand new Hasanova Data Solutions
colony, built on the abandoned ruins of a complex known as
“Charybdis.” There are just two problems: the colony belongs to the
Iranian state, so diplomacy is strained at best, and the complex is
located above a series of hidden caves that contain deadly secrets.
When a bizarre ship lands on a nearby island, one of the workers is
attacked by a taloned creature, and trust evaporates between the
Iranians and Americans. The McAllen Integrations crew are
imprisoned, accused as spies, but manage to send out a distress
signal… to the Colonial Marines. Alien: Into Charybdis TM & ©
2019 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All rights reserved.

Friendly Face (Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights
#10), Volume 10
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night

The Bargaining
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
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collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night

Down World
Based on the best-selling horror video game series Five Nights at
Freddy's, this essential logbook offers night guards new to Freddy
Fazbear's Pizza a chance for self-reflection during their first week
on the job. Quizzes, lists, and prompts throughout reinforce
training, provide room to log in-game events and allow for
introspection on the best qualities of a Freddy's employee - namely,
a genuine disregard for instinctive self-preservation. It's all here in
this logbook - just be sure to fill out your emergency contact
information first!

Step Closer (Five Nights at Freddy’s: Fazbear Frights #4)
The best-selling ultimate FNAF diary is here! Mike Schmidt, a man
down on his luck, manages to find a job at Freddy Fazbear's Pizza.
This is only the start of a dark mystery spanning decades, involving
murders, cover-ups and restless spirits which won't stay buried Read
the start of the best-selling series once again, as Mike Schmidt
uncovers the legend of Freddy Fazbear's Pizza

Universe of Two
Glamour, danger, liberation: in a Mad Men-era of commercial
flight, Pan Am World Airways attracted the kind of young woman
who wanted out, and wanted up Required to have a college
education, speak two languages, and possess the political savvy of a
Foreign Service officer, a jet-age stewardess serving on iconic Pan
Am between 1966 and 1975 also had to be between 5′3" and 5′9",
between 105 and 140 pounds, and under 26 years of age at the time
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of hire.Cooke's intimate storytelling weaves together the real-life
stories of a memorable cast of characters, from small-town girl
Lynne Totten, a science major who decided life in a lab was not for
her, to Hazel Bowie, one of the relatively few Black stewardesses of
the era, as they embraced the liberation of their new jet-set life.
Cooke brings to light the story of Pan Am stewardesses' role in the
Vietnam War, as the airline added runs from Saigon to Hong Kong
for planeloads of weary young soldiers straight from the
battlefields, who were off for five days of R&R, and then flown
back to war. Finally, with Operation Babylift--the dramatic
evacuation of 2,000 children during the fall of Saigon--the book's
special cast of stewardesses unites to play an extraordinary role on
the world stage.

The Freddy Files (Five Nights At Freddy's)
A delightful tale of victory against all odds from master storyteller,
Michael Morpurgo, lavishly illustrated by Michael Foreman.

Blackbird (Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights #6)
From the creator of the bestselling horror video game series Five
Nights at Freddy's comes the must-have collection of the thrilling
chapter book series.

The Silver Eyes (Five Nights At Freddy's #1)
“Stephen Kiernan has pulled off the nearly impossibleThe most
tender, terrifying, relevant book you’ll read this year.” — Jenna
Blum, New York Times bestselling author of Those Who Save Us
and The Lost Family From the critically acclaimed author of The
Baker’s Secret and The Curiosity comes a novel of conscience,
love, and redemption—a fascinating fictionalized account of the life
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of Charlie Fisk, a gifted mathematician who was drafted into
Manhattan Project and ordered against his morals to build the
detonator for the atomic bomb. With his musician wife, he spends
his postwar life seeking redemption—and they find it together.
Graduating from Harvard at the height of World War II, brilliant
mathematician Charlie Fish is assigned to the Manhattan Project.
Working with some of the age’s greatest scientific minds, including
J. Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi, and Leo Szilard, Charlie is
assigned the task of designing and building the detonator of the
atomic bomb. As he performs that work Charlie suffers a crisis of
conscience, which his wife, Brenda—unaware of the true nature of
Charlie’s top-secret task—mistakes as self-doubt. She urges him to
set aside his qualms and continue. Once the bombs strike Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, the feelings of culpability devastate him and Brenda.
At the war’s end, Charlie receives a scholarship to pursue a PhD in
physics at Stanford—an opportunity he and Brenda hope will allow
them a fresh start. But the past proves inescapable. All any of his
new colleagues can talk about is the bomb, and what greater atomic
weapons might be on the horizon. Haunted by guilt, Charlie and
Brenda leave Stanford and decide to dedicate the rest of their lives
to making amends for the evil he helped to birth into the world.
Based on the life of the actual mathematician Charles B. Fisk,
Universe of Two combines riveting historical drama with a
poignant love story. Stephen Kiernan has conjured a remarkable
account of two people struggling to heal their consciences and find
peace in a world forever changed.

The Cliffs (Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights #7)
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night Act in haste, repent at leisure After
losing his friend in a terrible accident, Andrew can't spend his
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money fast enough on a happy companion guaranteed to keep his
friend's memory alive. Mott quickly flushes his brother's creepy
new pets, but the creatures have other plans. Eager to put her
classmates in their place, Homecoming Queen Jessica doesn't stop
to double-check her homework reprogramming a defunct
animatronic. In this tenth volume, Five Nights at Freddy's creator
Scott Cawthon spins three sinister novella-length stories from
different corners of his series' canon. Readers beware: This
collection of terrifying tales is enough to unsettle even the most
hardened Five Nights at Freddy's fans.

Come Fly the World
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night For Delilah, Stanley, and Devon,
being left behind is practically a way of life. Orphaned from a
young age and recently divorced, Delilah escapes deeper into her
dreams each night, in desperate need of a wake-up call. Stanley is
newly dumped, stuck in a dead-end job for a mysterious employer,
and unable to connect with anyone. And Devon, abandoned by his
dad and ignored by his mom, can't understand why love and
friendship come so easily to everyone except him. Unfortunately, in
the callous world of Five Nights at Freddy's, it's always in the
depths of loneliness when evil creeps in. In this third volume, Five
Nights at Freddy's creator Scott Cawthon spins three sinister novellalength stories from different corners of his series' canon, featuring
cover art from fan-favorite artist LadyFiszi. Readers beware: This
collection of terrifying tales is enough to unsettle even the most
hardened Five Nights at Freddy's fans.

The Fox and the Ghost King
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She couldn’t change the way the world looked at her, so she
changed the world.… Ronnie Tremayne is a big girl with big dreams:
she wants to be a fashion designer. But as her model-thin mother
never fails to remind her, in fashion, image is everything—and
Ronnie is a size 28. When she learns that her job managing a plussize boutique is in jeopardy because her weight is “disturbing” to the
clientele, Ronnie loses control. After a late-night binge, she dozes
off wishing for a world where fat is beautiful. When she awakens
the next morning…it is. Now the ideal woman, Ronnie is thrust into
the spotlight. She attends the best parties. She has her mother’s
approval. Her boss invests in her clothing line. And the men! But as
her appetite for life grows, Ronnie’s appetite for food shrinks. She
soon becomes unrecognizable—inside and out. And while navigating
the giddy highs and miserable lows of this so-called perfect world,
Ronnie discovers what she should have known all along: it’s not the
size of your body that matters, but the size of your heart. Wise,
witty, and compassionate, this stunning debut novel speaks to
anyone who has ever engaged in the battle of the bulge—or the
exasperatingly elusive pursuit of perfection. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Five Nights at Freddy's Fazbear Frights Four Book Boxed
Set
Dog lost in space? Grown an extra head and don't know why?
Pocket money stolen by a green blob? You need the Space
Detectives! Connor and Ethan are spending their summer holidays
aboard the world's first orbiting city, Starville (basically Beverley
Hills in space!). The amazing space station is bursting with
celebrities and the mega-rich. But Connor and Ethan are too busy
selling ice cream to see the sights. However, neither of our heroes
can resist a mystery and when they discover the space station is
hurtling on a collision course with the moon (eep!) they know they
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need to step in. This is a case for the SPACE DETECTIVES! Can
Connor and Ethan find the culprit and save Starville from its
impending doom?

Gumdrop Angel (Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights
#8)
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night Haunted by the past . . . To avoid
confronting an ugly truth, Nole falls prey to a monster that punishes
past transgressions. Growing weaker by the day, nine-year-old Jake
looks back on the time before he was sick, imagining life as if he
were well again. And, forever desperate to prove his worth to his
arrogant brother and distant father, Toby chases victory at an arcade
game with horrifying consequences. But in the unpredictable world
of Five Nights at Freddy's, sometimes the past can take on a life of
its own. In this sixth volume, Five Nights at Freddy's creator Scott
Cawthon spins three sinister novella-length stories from different
corners of his series' canon, featuring cover art from fan-favorite
artist LadyFiszi. Readers beware: This collection of terrifying tales
is enough to unsettle even the most hardened Five Nights at
Freddy's fans.

Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights #6: Blackbird
The Fazbear Frights series continues with three more bone-chilling,
novella-length tales to keep even the bravest Five Nights at Freddy's
player up at night

Bunny Call (Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights #5)
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
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collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night From twisted toys to gutwrenching games, this collection of terrifying tales is unsettling
enough to mess with even the most hardened Five Nights at
Freddy's fans. In this volume, series creator Scott Cawthon spins
three sinister novella-length stories from different corners of
FNAF's canon. Readers beware: In this startling world, desperate
wishes have an unexpected cost, beautiful trinkets reveal appalling
powers, and harmless pranks can go awry in ghastly ways.

Five Nights at Freddy's Colouring Book
Based on the bestselling horror video game series, this logbook
offers new night guards at Freddy Fazbear's Pizza a chance for selfreflection. Quizzes, lists, and prompts throughout reinforce training,
provide room to log in-game events, and allow for introspection.
Illustrations. Consumable.

Fetch (Five Nights at Freddy’s: Fazbear Frights #2)
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night A string of bad luck you can't seem
to shake for Angel, Hudson, and Sergio, it's an all too familiar
feeling. Repulsed by her spoiled stepsister's lavish birthday party,
Angel exacts a hasty and ill-fated revenge. Hudson's young life is
littered with tragedy and broken dreams, but a well-paying security
job might just be all he needs to turn things around. Sergio acquires
a unique novelty toy that instantly brings good luck, but is the toy
really leading him to happiness or to a more monstrous end? In this
eighth volume, Five Nights at Freddy's creator Scott Cawthon spins
three sinister novella-length stories from different corners of his
series' canon, featuring cover art from fan-favorite artist LadyFiszi.
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Readers beware: This collection of terrifying tales is enough to
unsettle even the most hardened Five Nights at Freddy's fans.

Invisible Touch
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest FNAF player up at night Some things must be learned the
hard way . . . Reed sees an opportunity to teach the school bully not
to mess with him, but ends up mangling the lesson. Robert, an
exhausted single father, gets a crash course in parenting when he
buys a fancy new teddy bear to watch and entertain his young son.
Chris, eager to join the Science Club at school, agrees to undergo a
grisly experiment to be accepted. But in the malevolent universe of
Five Nights at Freddy's, there's always an education in pain. In this
seventh volume, Five Nights at Freddy's creator Scott Cawthon
spins three sinister novella-length stories from different corners of
his series' canon, featuring cover art from fanfavorite artist
LadyFiszi. Readers beware: This collection of terrifying tales is
enough to unsettle even the most hardenedFive Nights at Freddy's
fans.

1:35AM (Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights #3)
A teen starts hearing the same voices that drove her sister to commit
suicide in this “atmospheric, paranormal chiller (that) will appeal to
fans of Stephen King” (VOYA). The voices in her head are not her
own Everyone thinks Sophie’s sister, Nell, went crazy. After all,
she heard strange voices that drove her to commit suicide. But
Sophie doesn’t believe that Nell would take her own life, and she’s
convinced that Nell’s doctor knows more than he’s letting on. As
Sophie starts to piece together Nell’s last days, every lead ends in a
web of lies. And the deeper Sophie digs, the more danger she’s
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in—because now she’s hearing the same haunting whispers. Sophie’s
starting to think she’s going crazy too. Or worse, that maybe she’s
not… “Heart-thumping.” —Kirkus Reviews “Satisfyingly disturbing.”
—BCCB “The perfect mix of horror and psychological thriller. Jawdropping.” —Shelf Awareness

The Twisted Ones (Five Nights at Freddy's)
What really happened to Charlie? It's the question that John can't
seem to shake, along with the nightmares of Charlie's seeming death
and miraculous reappearance. John just wants to forget the whole
terrifying saga of Freddy Fazbear's Pizza, but the past isn't so easily
buried. Meanwhile, there's a new animatronic pizzeria opening in
Hurricane, along with a new rash of kidnappings that feel all too
familiar. Bound together by their childhood loss, John reluctantly
teams up with Jessica, Marla, and Carlton to solve the case and find
the missing children. Along the way, they'll unravel the twisted
mystery of what really happened to Charlie, and the haunting legacy
of her father's creations.

Five Nights at Freddy's Collection
The Shining meets The Conjuring in this scary and suspenseful
novel “akin to old Stephen King novels” (School Library Journal).
The fact that neither of her parents wants to deal with her is nothing
new to Penny. She’s used to being discussed like a problem, a
problem her mother has finally passed on to her father. What she
hasn’t gotten used to is her stepmother…especially when she finds
out that she’ll have to spend the summer with April in the remote
woods of Washington to restore a broken-down old house. Set deep
in a dense forest, the old Carver House is filled with abandoned
antique furniture, rich architectural details, and its own chilling past.
The only respite Penny can find away from April’s renovations is in
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Miller, the young guy who runs the local general store. He’s her
only chance at a normal and enjoyable summer. But Miller has his
own connection to the Carver house, and it’s one that goes beyond
the mysterious tapping Penny hears at her window, the handprints
she finds smudging the glass panes, and the visions of children who
beckon Penny to follow them into the dark woods. Miller’s past just
might threaten to become the terror of Penny’s future…

Alien - Alien: Into Charybdis
In the heart-pounding conclusion to the New York Times
bestselling Diabolic series, the Empire teeters on the edge of
destruction as rumors spread that Nemesis is still alive. Three years
ago, Tyrus Domitrian shocked the galaxy by killing the woman he
swore to love forever. The woman for whom he upended the
Empire. The woman with whom he wanted to build a new and
brighter future. Now, the once-idealistic heir apparent has become
the cruel Emperor Tyrus, wielding his authority with an iron fist,
capable of destroying planets with a single word, controlling all
technology with a simple thought. He has bent the Grandiloquy to
their knees, and none has the power to stand against him. But there
is a muttering among the Excess. They say that Nemesis is not truly
gone. They whisper of her shadow spotted in distant star systems.
They say that Nemesis lives. That she will rise, and rally the people
to topple the man who was once her truest love—and is now her
fiercest enemy.

Five Nights at Freddy's: Survival Logbook
Five Nights at Freddy's fans won't want to miss this pulse-pounding
collection of three novella-length tales that will keep even the
bravest player up at night . . .
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Five Nights at Freddy's: Fazbear Frights #11, Volume 11
An all-new official, original novel from the twisted world of the hit
horror video game, Bendy and the Ink Machine!
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